GENERAL RULES FOR THE REFERENCES PAGE

Double-space all lines. Use hanging indentation and alphabetize all entries by author. If a reference has no named author, move the title to the author position.

PRINT BOOK WITH ONE AUTHOR - APA 7.02.18


KEY: a author (last name, first initial and middle initial) y year of publication t title p place of publication e publisher

PRINT BOOK WITH 2 TO 7 AUTHORS (for 8+ authors, list first six authors, then use “… and the final author’s name” - APA 6.27. Authors


PRINT ORGANIZATION AS AUTHOR AND PUBLISHER, EDITION OTHER THAN FIRST - APA 7.02


PRINT ARTICLE REPRINTED IN AN EDITED BOOK - APA 7.02.26


PRINTENCYCLOPEDIA, SIGNED ARTICLE OR CHAPTER WITHIN A LARGER WORK - APA 7.02


KEY: a author of article y year of publication t title e editor(s) t title of encyclopedia along with edition, volume, and page range of article p place of publication (city and state abbreviation or city and country if outside of US) e publisher

E-BOOK ON THE WEB WITH NO DOI – OPEN ACCESS - APA 7.02.19


KEY: a authors y year of publication t title e if no DOI, use electronic retrieval statement with URL (do not add a period at the end of the URL)


ASK YOUR PROFESSOR WHICH FORMAT TO USE

APA Standard


KEY: a author(s) (last name, first initial and middle initial) y year of publication t title e if no DOI, provide home page of the online library (Example # 15 - APA Style Guide to Electronic References, Sixth Ed.)

LSC-North Harris Library Modified Standard


KEY: a author(s) y year of publication t title e if no DOI, use a retrieval statement indicating the title of the database

E-BOOK FORMATTED FOR A READING DEVICE - APA Style Guide to Electronic References 2012 Example 14


KEY: a author(s) y year of publication t title e e-book version e if no DOI is available, use retrieval statement indicating URL from where you accessed the book (do not add a period at the end of the URL)
PRINT JOURNAL ARTICLE with CONTINUOUS PAGINATION (omit issue number) - APA 7.01


PRINT JOURNAL ARTICLE with JOURNAL PAGINATED BY ISSUE (include issue number in parentheses) - APA 7.01


JOURNAL ARTICLE WITH DOI FOUND ON THE WEB OR IN A LIBRARY DATABASE - APA 7.01.3


KEY: o author(s) o year of publication o title of article o title of journal (in italics) o volume number in italics and issue number in parentheses using roman typeface, if paginated by issue o page range o DOI number (do not add a period at the end of the DOI)

JOURNAL ARTICLE FROM AN ELECTRONIC DATABASE, WITHOUT DOI - APA 7.01.3


KEY: o author(s) o year of publication o title of article o title of journal & volume (listed in italics), and issue number (inside parentheses using roman font) o page range o if no DOI is present, use database retrieval statement

ASK YOUR PROFESSOR WHICH FORMAT TO USE

APPA Standard

LSC-North Harris Library Modified Standard

MAGAZINE ARTICLE FOUND IN A DATABASE, WITHOUT DOI - APA 7.01


ASK YOUR PROFESSOR WHICH FORMAT TO USE

APPA Standard

LSC-North Harris Library Modified Standard

ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPER ARTICLE - APA 7.01.11


KEY: o author o date o document title o electronic address [If no author #3 takes place of #1,] (do not add a period at the end of the URL)

ONLINE GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT WITHOUT AUTHOR – List as Corporate Author, Government Report – APA 7.03.31


“When in doubt, provide more information rather than less. Because one purpose of listing references is to enable readers to retrieve and use the sources…” APA p. 193